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Cover Picture: 
Streamway in Scialet du Brudour. Vercors, France
Photo: Clive Westlake.
Starting on page 231:  Chartreuse & Vercors (2020)

Journal Submissions
Please email your submissions as MS Word, Open Office or standard Rich Text formatted files. Please make sure these 
are spell checked and correct (including grammar and punctuation), it makes my job a whole lot easier and the article 
is more likely to be published (Proofs will be sent out for checking prior to publication if any major changes are made). 
Images need to be supplied with both a caption and a credit to enable them to be used and please send all images 
separately (Not just embedded in the text!), these should be supplied as standard image file formats; ideally high quality 
JEPG’s, PNG’s or TIFF’s. Historic or scientific works should be supplied with relevant references and any supplementary 
information.  If you need any advice on how to present your articles, ask.
As rough guide;  an article of 3300 words will fill 4 sides with images.

Editorial
Welcome to Journal 355! Great to see people have been out doing trips underground again and some good 
write ups follow that I can now share with you. It’s certainly been an odd year for caving (like for everything) 
but as ever our community pulls together, and we help our fellow cavers out. I have never ceased to be amazed 
at the kindness and generosity of caving folk over the ~20 years I have been part of one club or another, 
and I am very happy to say that the Wessex is (if anything) even more teeming with such excellent humans 
populating its membership as any club I have been in. It has been and continues to be a reason why I enjoy 
being an active member of the club and am happy to serve on the committee. They say every cloud has a silver 
lining and I think for me the silver lining around the towering storm clouds that have been looming in the form 
of Covid-19 has really been the support I have got from several clubs I am in and the friends in them, Wessex 
being top of that list. 

I have tried to keep the theme of this journal very much on current caving and decided to include all the trip 
write ups I have received to really reinforce that caving is very much alive! The only concession being that 
I have split one long write up on some great trips by two groups in and under the Vercors Massif in France, 
with part two being in the next journal to allow more images and detail to be included. I have also pushed the 
piece I had written for this issue to the next one as this is of a historical nature so in a way is timeless, but rest 
assured more on weird and wonderful mining history, geology and terms used my miners next time. I have 
been working a lot on a large bequest of slides (over 5,000), handwritten notes, and accounts of mining in the 
southwest that I will be sharing soon.  I would also very much like to thank all the contributors to this issue 
and all the journals. While I as editor have really made an effort to contribute as well with content, it’s you, 
the members that really make it what it is and every trip write up, digging report, set of pictures etc is hugely 
welcome. Doubly so to that gallant members who are regular contributors of long pieces often documenting 
trips and projects that might otherwise be known to only a few. Happy Caving and keep them coming!  
 
                                  Tom (Ferret) Thomson   
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[2]: Changing “room” with a view. 
        After the trip into Grotta Bögia.
        Ticino, Switzerland.
        Photo: Jenna Overstolz.        
        Taken from the trip write-up
        Starting on page 226.

[3]: Attborough swallet.
        Coltham Chamber.
        Photo: Bill Nix with assistance 
        From Loz Appleby &Jake Tebutt.         
        Taken from the trip write-up
        Starting on page 225.

Inside Front Cover:
[1]:  Streamway in Scialet du    
         Brudour. Vercors, France
         Photo: Clive Westlake. 

         Taken from the trip write-up
         Starting on page 231.
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comprises 263 pages, of which 212 are devoted 
to descriptions of caves, mines and resurgences in 
the area, together with excellent photographs from 
a variety of cavers and clear location maps.  Some 
of the descriptions are very short, as little is known 
about many of the sites, apart from their location, 
but at least they have been recorded.

More extensive descriptions of the larger caves will 
be found in Mendip Underground (MU6 is currently 
in preparation), and a full gazetteer is on the MCRA 
website.

The introductive pages cover the history, geology 
and hydrology of the north Mendip area; from 
Brean Down to Chewton Mendip.  The caves of 
Steep Holm, Mendip’s most westerly outpost, were 
described in SU1.  The section on archaeology and 
palaeontology usefully lists caves where material 
has been found, in chronological order, from the 
Pleistocene to the Romano-British periods.

This book is thoroughly recommended to anyone 
with an interest in underground Mendip and its 
history.  It can be obtained from MCRA for £12:50 
Including Postage, or from Ali Moody: She asks 
you contact her first before calling, please.

Phil Hendy     

Book Review:
SOMERSET UNDERGROUND - VOLUME 2 - R.M. Taviner

(West Mendip, Burrington and North Mendip)

How does Tav do it? Hardly had we found a space 
on our bookshelves for SU1, when SU2 comes 
along.  Only two volumes to go.  This pocket-sized 
19 x 13cm gazetteer (plastic slip cover optional) 

Some of you may recall from journal 351 (July 
2019) a plea for assistance from Noel Cleave to 
help type up the historic and interesting exploits 
of long-standing member of the Wessex, Paul 
Hadfield. These cover all his explorations Caving 
and Climbing from 1973-1980. A few extracts have 
been published already here in journal 318 and 
337 as well, but the logbooks in full are now done! 
These are not in any sense “Edited” and all the text 
is as written, the only addition being full dates on 
all entries to save working out aberrations. Thanks 
to Noel, Rob Harper (and of course Paul) these now 
form part of a more accessible archive of caving 
history and will be published in due course. 

Editor’s Notes: Paul Hadfield’s Caving Logbooks - Now transcribed.
.

Paul Hadfileld (2020).
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In 2011 we were digging at several places in 
“Reservoir Hole”. Progress was being made at “The 
Silo” and at “Potter’s Heaven”. At the end of the 
latter, we discovered a bedding chamber but the dig 
flooded and we have not returned.

From time to time we looked at the dig at “Topless 
Aven”. Willie Stanton had abandoned it fourteen 
metres in when it narrowed to a puddle. Peter

Glanvill et al., managed to go above the puddle to 
enter a short undercut; until that ended in a more 
constricted and deeper puddle. We tried to pump 
that out with a bilge pump but failed dismally. 
What was encouraging was the fact that the dig 
was following a solid wall and that and the boulders 
were well scalloped. Clearly, this was an active 
water flow route cutting across the phreatic up loop 
at “Golgotha”. The disappointing thing was that to 
traverse the up loop to reach beyond the down loop 
(which Willie was digging at “Herbert’s Attic”) 

meant that the dig would have to be dug through 
boulders for a distance of nearly one hundred 
metres. That could not be achieved with limited 
stacking space at “Topless Aven”. However, the 
bedding was going downhill, and Peter’s section 
had indicated that open undercut bedding wall 
might be encountered along the way.

The main diggers were Me and Nigel Cox (Peter’s 
brother in-law) henceforth known as NCx2, Peter 
Glanvill, and Alison Moody who had joined our 
team in August 2011. Others came and went as 
the dig progressed. In December we tried to work 
at the dig face, nobody would lie in the puddle 
nor would Nigel let his drill be used there. Peter 
had shored up the roof and was convinced there 
would be a catastrophic collapse if we touched 
it. Later in December with Peter at “The Silo” 
NCx2 went to the dig and collapsed the roof into 
the horrible puddle.

Several mixed digging sessions took place at 
“Reservoir Hole” in January 2012. “Topless” was 
dug twice and Ali joined NCx2 to dig there at 
our seventh dig. Our enthusiastic reasoning was 
obvious once you look at the geology. “Topless 
Aven” and “Golgotha” represent a phreatic fault 
guided up loop with the dig being a lower and 
at times an intermittent stage with water flowing 
nearly horizontally to intercept the up loop 
somewhere ahead. This all took place as the 
base level dropped leaving “Golgotha” dry and 
abandoned. Of course, we had little idea where 
that intercept would take place. The further we 
progressed horizontally meant that more and 
more boulders would be stacked above our heads. 
At the top of the loop, “Herbert’s Attic” would 
be seventy-five metres above dig level. Lots of 
boulders. Undercuts were our only chance of 
success.

March 2012 saw us at dig fourteen with Mike 
Moxon visiting. We were now trundling boulders 
back twenty-eight metres with a big slab blocking 
progress ahead. We had to decide whether to go 
under or over the slab. We opted to go under with 
two props on pins set in the solid wall. This might 
have been the wrong decision as by going up we 
would have encountered “Great Expectations” much 
earlier than we did though the route would have been 
less safe. The worry for us now was where to place 

Local Interest:
Thirty-Seven Days - The Road to “Resurrection”

Sketch plan.
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all of the boulders coming back from the dig. We 
relined Stanton’s wall reducing the width of his dig. 
“Topless Aven” had been left tidy with steps up the 
slope. By luck, a small chamber was found partway 
up “Golgotha” climb (“Ali’s Alcove”). Nigel fitted a 
winch on the climb so that boulders could be moved 
up there. Wall building and digging continued and 
I kept fit carrying in bags of sand. From March to 
May 2012 we made six metres of progress. The dig 
was now over thirty metres from the climb up to 
“Golgotha” with an estimated seventy metres to the 
down loop. Not looking particularly good.

More visitors came along in June including Dave 
King, Martin Grass (the keyholder and provider 
of tea and biccies when we returned the key.)  also 
Ray Deasy a visiting caver from Australia. Oddly 
few of our visitors returned though we did have a 
filming session where we waxed lyrical regarding 
the joys of cave digging. I did comment that the dig 
would go somewhere big but not necessarily in my 
lifetime. I rather hope that we can get that film on 
YouTube as I think it’s on Vimeo now. Desperation 
was starting to set in at the dig. “Ali’s Alcove” was 
full up and we lost our solid guiding wall at the end 
of the dig. Here was a small miserable chamber with 
yet another puddle and a very unstable roof. I called 
it “Glanvill’s Grottole” with that well-known quote 
from Dante’s Inferno. “All Hope Abandon Yea Who 
Enter Here”. I set up a plaque which is still there.

The 25th July brought me to my eighty-fourth 
“Reservoir Hole” trip and dig number thirty-two at 
the “Grottole”. This promptly collapsed, so much 
engineering was set in place including an Acro 
Prop. The collapse revealed a tiny black hole. On 
July 31st NCx2, Ali and Peter were at the dig. 
Photos taken remotely with my camera showed 
at least seven metres of open undercut. The roof 
collapsed again but we were not worried. We had 
found what we were looking for but where would it 
lead? More remedial work followed and in August, 
Ali bravely squirmed up between our ironmongery 
and the boulders. After more work, the rest of us 
followed. Down dip was blocked by fallen slabs 
but up dip the passage widened to a tight squeeze. 
Beyond this was a large chamber completely 
encased in the Golgotha choke. The fault wall was 
still there, and the chamber terminated at “The 
Mother of all Boulders” right back over the top of 
the route that we had just dug. Only Nigel and Ali 
could pass the squeeze and some banter ensued as 
I handed in my camera. We could have gone up at 
the slab whilst equally Stanton could have come 
down from “Golgotha”. Neither would have seemed 
logical without knowing the result. This chamber 
now forms part of “Great Expectations” though it is 
rarely visited. An upper route avoiding the squeeze 
was never completed. A large slab is slipping down 
beyond the squeeze as well. There are some nice 
formations here plus the fault wall exposure. 

A heck of a lot of this. Trundling.
 Photos: Nick Chipchase.

Nearly ready to give up in Topless Aven Dig.
Photo: Nick Chipchase.
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Nearly there! Last boulder from Hard Times Left & Gaining entry  Right.

Left: The dig goes at last! The little hole to the undercut. Right: Nigel in Great Expectations.

Left: Great Expectations 5th man through. Right: The Mother of all boulders at Great Expectations.
All Photos: Nick Chipchase.
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If you want to see what standing under thousands 
of tons of boulders looks like then this is the place.

Dig number thirty-six put us thirty-seven metres 
from base. We could see open spaces and there was 
a good draught. Peter’s earlier efforts had pushed 
the dig forward from fourteen metres where Stanton 
had stopped. Like many places on Mendip work 
becomes generational. The present cannot succeed 
without the efforts of those past. I had thought that 
would be our fate given our ages. We had found 
an amazing chamber and our trundling days were 
over. Were we still on course for the greater prize? 
On August 28th 2012 NCx2, Ali, Martin, and Rob 
Harper were present. Tony Boycott and Peter were 
in Iceland. We had used techniques unavailable to 
Stanton. We had battery drills and something that 
we called “snappers” which we could use remotely 
many times per dig. We also did not stick to the 
Stanton digging philosophy: Wide unconstricted 
dig routes with little in the way of artificial support. 
To be honest, we had neither the expertise nor the 
time. 

The final boulders were heaved out of the dig 
whilst Ali wriggled through to push. The undercut 
disappeared tantalisingly down dip to a smaller 
blockage. Whilst Ali was taping (does she always 
carry it?) Nigel passed the blockage and promptly 
disappeared. A muffled voice emerged from the 

gloom. “What did he say?” asked those at the back. 
He said “it’s huge” I replied.

Well, indeed it was pretty huge. We all stood there 
amazed. Ahead was a loose scree slope running up 
to the roof. Our friendly undercut was buried under 
tons of boulders. Game over it would take years to 
dig through that lot. Nigel and Ali climbed the loose 
slope. Onward they could see a huge void at the 
bottom of a pitch. White stal rather like ice flowed 
down the walls. Scalloped walls receded into the 
darkness. I followed with the camera. A Howard 
Carter moment. “What can you see? Wonderful 
things”. We must come back later, the next day, 
soon. No, we must wait a week for Tony and Peter 
to return. I could hardly sleep for a week. Martin 
sent them a text in Iceland “Huge chambers found- 
stop. Return soonest steamship - stop.” I think they 
thought it was a joke. A week later.... Well, that’s 
another story.

Naming Names.
If you have the pleasant honour of naming cave 
bits I feel they should be relevant, descriptive and 
possibly link to a current event or anniversary. 
Often, they require as much ingenuity as the digging 
and certainly provoke much debate. On the way out 
I said that it was the 200th anniversary of the birth 
of Charles Dickens. Descriptive names came easily 
from that: “Great Expectations”, “Hard Times” later 
“Pickwick Passage” and “Dingley Dell.” Sadly, 
I could not find a “Mugby Junction”. The rather 
large chamber was more difficult, but I came up 
with “The Frozen Deep”. This was a play relating 
to the Franklin Expedition by Wilkie Collins in 

Alison at  Great Expectations choke
Photo: Nick Chipchase.

Mind your head. Great Expectations. 
Discovery day. Photo: Nick Chipchase.
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Update:  - Quarter Way Up Hole and Half Way Up Hole.
Work resumed here after Lockdown. Not that we 
expect to discover much as it is more a social event 
for over 65’s. I called the new chamber “Three 

Quarter Way Up Chamber” really because nobody 
could think of anything else plus it fits in with the 
cave names. We had a few digs in the chamber 

collaboration with Dickens. The first feature we 
saw looked like ice and in time we learned that the 
chamber was indeed deep and frozen once with 

the discovery of cryogenic stal. We tried hard to 
commemorate Willie Stanton and came up with: 
“WISh You Were Here” this being Stanton’s initials 
and the awful week-long wait. “Resurrection” 
followed on from Stanton’s “Golgotha”. To complete 
the Easter story we later added “Ascension” and 
“Heaven’s Landing”. “Resurrection” also said 
something about the older members of the team 
especially me, a pensioner.

“Reservoir Hole” - Photograph Project.
I have around 4,500 images of “Reservoir Hole”. To 
acquire these, I have taken over 10,000 photographs. 
(Alison will not be surprised). I have covered the 
entire cave minutely with the exception of the 
furthest part of “Ceiling Around”. I also wanted to 
fully record the complete digging and exploration 
of the cave (much to the diggers’ annoyance).  I 
rarely asked for people to pose. I wanted things 
as they happened. They are not the usual run of 
carefully composed and edited cave images. They 
are “journalistic” capturing a moment in time that 
can never be repeated.  Many great photos are like 
this not that mine are great. They are what they are. 
Unrepeatable.

Nick ChipchaseNigel fits the winch at Golgotha.
 Photo: Nick Chipchase.

Sketch plan of QWUP, HWUP and links to Withyhill. August 2020.
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both of which looked long term so they were left in 
favour of a dig at HWUH. Well, it’s much nearer to 
the entrance. 

Half Way Up Hole is a deep rift. Straight ahead 
is a minuscule squeeze up a scree bank to enter 
a horizontal passage much damaged by blasting. 
This ends at a large scree choke which most likely 
runs up to connect with the “Three Quarter Way 
Up Chamber”. Downhill goes to “Mr Trundles I 
Scream Parlour”, Uphill goes to “Three Quarter 
Way Up Chamber”. Going west just inside HWUH 
is the current dig following the bedding downwards 
to a choke at 6m depth. Air usually enters HWUH 

to exit QWUH augmented by a very cold draught 
we assume comes from Withyhill. Air also sinks 
into the dig to disappear down the choked bedding. 
So we have gone uphill in QWUH and downhill in 
HWUH. Where the caves become one or the other 
is anyone’s guess. The point is that the new chamber 
and the current dig are now very close to a fault you 
can see in the quarry face. The current dig is heading 
west away from QWUH and Withyhill. Confused? 
Well so are we because we have not a clue what all 
this represents. I suppose we are nearing 100m of 
newly found passage, so gains have been made.

Nick Chipchase

Left: Brian Johnson above the dig in HWUH.   Right: Brian on the traverse below the entrance. 
Photos: Nick Chipchase.

A cave I had not visited before, so thought we should 
give it a go. The picture in Mendip underground did 
not disappoint and we found it reasonably easily. 

A quick change and off underground. We had a 
quick look around including at the narrower far 
reaches, but decided they weren’t Bill sized! 

Took a few Pics in various places before returning 
for Tav’s book launch, which was a great evening. 
Wonder when we will see the like again in the 
hunters’ (or just generally). Many thanks to Loz 
Dudley CC and Jake Tebutt for assistance.

Bill  Nix

Trip Reports:
Attborough swallet:  ~ 8th March 2020

Crawl to Cotham hall Assistance Loz Appleby 
& Jake Tebutt.   Photo: Bill Nix.
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Out here in Switzerland we are a bit ‘ahead of the 
curve’ compared to the UK.  Life is pretty much 
back to normal and I was getting antsy, so I decided 
to do something I should have done years ago, and 
finally got in touch with the cavers here (cheers 
Joel!!).

The local people are Italian speaking and I had 
been concerned that language would be a problem 
(I desperately wished Monica were here too!). 
However, it turned out to be an unfounded worry 
as most spoke English better than a lot of Brits, or 
otherwise spoke German so communication was 
not a problem.

The set up appears to be different to the UK. The 
club doesn’t have a caving hut, just a couple of 
rooms for formal meetings, and they only have 
around 10 active members. Caving is mostly done as 
days at a time underground exploring and mapping, 
or daytrips from home. I wouldn’t be finding the 
same kind of activity and social side that we enjoy 
on Mendip.

The rock in this area is all gneiss (and very pretty 
too, boom boom), so I was surprised there were any 
caves locally. Turns out it was not so local, but about 
an hour’s drive south, towards Italy. So off I set on a 
Saturday morning that promised to be dry and very 
beautiful, to meet some new friends.

We met in a small village and packed our kit into 
rucksacks. It was a 30-minute walk uphill to the 
cave and it was already 27oC so we didn’t fancy 
boiling in our caving suits. The entrance is a pretty 
large triangular opening in the hillside. We got 
changed and stored our stuff just inside.

The cave is a mix of walking, crawling, and up, 
under and around. Near the entrance is a lovely 
looking climb around a small but deceptively 
deep pool, and up what is a waterfall in (much!!) 
wetter weather. It was rigged with a traverse line, 
a couple of etriers, and a handline. The route was 
very simple, with only one branch off along what 
turned out to be an initially walking passage then 
gradually lowering into a crawl, filled with first 
class copious mud. Think Otter Hole kind of mud. 
We enjoyed this on the way out. On the way in we 
took the right fork, which led us to a C.10’ climb up 
two bosses that were covered in sticky mud. Much 
hilarity was had getting up them, and then along 
the following passage walking like newborn deer 

Dormouse hiding in the cave near the entrance. 
Photo: Jenna Overstolz.

(or maybe elephants!), into a small chamber. We 
wormed around some narrow passage filled with 
stal, slid down though a low section, into a chamber 
and finally arrived at the dig at the end of the cave. 
Getting back up was very amusing, as we slipped 
and slid back for each effort upwards.

On the way out we spotted a little doormouse that 
had been asleep in a nook.  After coming out of 
the cave and into the dappled forest sunshine we 
walked back down to the car and drove down to the 
lake to enjoy a beer whilst washing the mud off our 
kit.

The trip wasn’t an epic adventure, or a spectacular 
cave, but it was great fun. A long-awaited 
reacquaintance with the underworld after life in 
lockdown. My new friends were great fun to cave 
with. A lot of laughing was had, and they can’t have 
completely hated the jollity as we’re off to another 
cave together in a fortnight. Assuming of course 
I can persuade my better half to be happy with 
another Saturday on his own with the kids. Or at 
least escape before I’m captured. Maybe I should 
have saved some of that slippy mud!

Jenna Overstolz

A Swiss Adventure - Grotta Bögia:  ~ 6th June 2020
With the Speleological Society of Switzerland - Ticino section.
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Judy and I were last on Mendip for the club ceilidh in 
March.  Since then the world has changed. However, 
when we received word from Wookey Hole Hotel 
that they were able to honour our booking for the 
10th July we decided to accept the challenge. We 
were in fact among the first post-Covid guests, 
and the show cave re-opened under strict safety 
conditions on the 11th.

As we drove up the Priddy road through the familiar 
landscape with freshly cut hay, it was almost possible 
to think that things were back to normal. Until, that 
is we passed the Hunters, which remained closed. 
So of course, was Upper Pitts, although we were 
able to have a picnic on the recently cut lawn and 
visit members who live in the village for drinks 
in their gardens at sensible social distancing. The 
Queen Vic had opened the previous week-end and it 
seemed crowded at times when we passed.

Over the weekend we noticed a slow return of caving, 
with a few members returning from Swildons, and 
a small digging team (or should that be a Bubble?) 
back from a session below.  All this was well within 
government guide lines, but it is difficult to see how 
Upper Pitts can function as before until virus levels 
are stable at a very low level.

On Sunday I met Dave Nichols attacking his fallen 
ash tree with a chain saw and he was very happy 

Walling in progress. Photo: Dave Nichols.

that I try my limited skills at repairing the wall.  
Then I remembered that Jonathan Williams had 
done a course on dry stone walling, and after a   
quick phone call he agreed to come and help. With 
me as aged apprentice and goffar, we took the worst 
section down to ground level and got it back up in 3 
hours.  The section nearest to the lane still has the 
tree against it, and it will be more difficult to deal 
with.

Maurice Hewins

Mendip revisited:  ~ 10th July 2020

Switzerland:  When the borders opened ~ 13-19th July 2020
Chris Williams, Monica Bollani, Paul Wilman & Sam Drake.

Impromptu trip to visit Jenna, Michi, Oliver and 
Charlotte in their country abode away from the 
hustle and not so bustle of the UK. After not being 
able to go caving we were thrilled to be invited 
although not sure we (Paul and I) could go until the 
quarantine restrictions were lifted – talk about the 
11th hour!

We met at silly o’clock at a pre-arranged spot, drove 
to Luton Airport (you all know that song surely?) to 
share Airport parking, only to find the pre booked 
carpark was shut and directed us to the Terminal car 
park (bazinga), we donned our masks and entered 
the terminal (we saw various styles of masks and 
ways of wearing them.
The ‘wat no’ look was very popular)… 

So off we went to drop our bags and go through 
the security routines, not much was open to wander 
around, not even duty free and any drinks/food 
was mainly from vending machines.  It wasn’t long 
before we went to the gate and started boarding, 
departure was a little delayed.

The flight was full, so Moni snoozed and I did a 
little crochet (this became a regular occurrence for 
Moni), I started dobby from Harry Potter. Chris 
was happy listening to his phone and Paul snoozed.  
We arrived about 11:30 (local), and we drove to 
meet Jenna, Michi, Oliver and Charlotte at Monte 
Tamaro to play up in the trees on the high ropes 
course, it was great fun. Well until I got stuck 
hanging around as I couldn’t use the monkey bars 
to finish a section and had to get help. No amount 
of swinging or throwing myself around would get 
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me to the next platform, once rescued I managed to 
finish the course by myself albeit using every body 
part to do it. The finish was a zipline and then a 
little climb up to a freefall which Chris, Moni and 
Paul all did (we have video evidence).  After all this 
excitement we didn’t have time to do the big zipline 
or coaster bob so we headed back to the cars and 
followed Jenna back to theirs and we were provided 
with an amazing dinner, we’d had some nibbles and 
watermelon at Monte Tamaro, it was a long but fun 
day.

Monday was an exploring day, Lidl for food/snacks 
and then to the river to chill out. Swim, jump and 
eye up the giant inflatable tortoise that belonged to 
some kids, thought we’d be able to have much more 
fun than they were.  After swimming up to the end 
and swimming under the waterfall, it was back to 
sun ourselves and watch the world go by.  Another 
wonderful meal with Jenna and Michi was awaiting 
when we got back.

Tuesday chilled out morning (this became a habit) 
lots of extra snooze time for Moni, before we set 
off for our canyoning trip to Pontirone.  This was 
an organized trip so kit was provided, thickish two 
piece wetsuit, harness with spank protect (plastic 
bottom sheet type thing to protect the neo) helmet 
and canyoning boots and gloves if you brought them, 
lucky I had two pairs (in pink of course). We drove 
to the bottom of the canyon for a nice steep walk 
up, took about 25-30 mins to then get instruction on 
what to do on toboggans (lift feet up) and positions 
for hands for the jumps!  This canyon involved a 
50m abseil to start, then a short toboggan (more 
about that later…) and then four jumps increasing 
in height.  We were with another family, so we had 
two guides for ten of us.  The other family went first 
down the abseil, then us as we were a bit quicker 
as we were used to abseiling.  Onto the toboggan, 
it was short and not deep.. which is were Chris 
received his now (very publicized) injury, later to 

be confirmed as a break.  It was then action stations, 
immobilize the injury area and let’s get him out to 
safety. Next came the first jump (4m), then onto 
another jump (6m), another (8m) and onto another 
toboggan (the guides took Chris down backwards, 
don’t think he enjoyed that bit) and then the final 
jump of 11m – absolutely terrifying and I don’t 
remember if I had my eyes open for that one.  Chris 
was lowered down the jumps and was then pulled 
to the shallows by his swimming angels.  Paul was 
given no choice but to jump them all.

Once we’d completed it all Chris was then carried 
to the road and the car was brought across so that 
we could get him changed and off to hospital.  The 
company we went with were very lucky as only 
had to cut the wetsuit about 8 inches. We dropped 
Chris and Moni (she could speeko di lingo) off at the 
hospital at about 18:30 and we found somewhere to 
park and went and found somewhere to get a vino 
and beer.  We got a call about an hour or so later and 
was told that Chris was staying in and to come back 
tomorrow.  So, off we went abandoning Chris to the 
care of complete strangers in a foreign country…. 
We then went back to where we’d parked before and 
got some food, it’d been a long day.     Paul made the 
call to Wendy and Les and getting all the insurance 
info together.

Wednesday was going to be a relaxing check the 
weather and how we felt sort of day.  First thing we 
had a message from Chris to say that they operated 
on him at 22:00 Tuesday night (you’d not get that 
in the UK) and hopefully we’d find out more when 
we took a bag with essential (charger) bits and bobs 
to Chris, could only drop them at the hospital (no 
visitors allowed for the first five days) again Moni 
worked her magic in talking to the Dr/reception, and 
then we went and explored one of the Bellinzona 
Castles, had amazing ice creams and generally 
chilled out.
Thursday another quick visit to the hospital to drop 

Via Ferrata time. Photo: Monica Bollani.Meal with a view. Photo: Sam Drake.
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of some bits we’d forgotten and a food package 
(just in case) and then back to get ready for our 
next Canyoning trip.  This time a private trip for 
just the four of us with a guide, we hired the kit 
again but Jenna has her own (smart too).  This 
Canyon (Nala Inferiore) was more abseiling 
and no jumps (well apart from abseiling off 
the end of the rope which was a near vertical 
toboggan, it felt so SO wrong), then on and 
through waterfalls. There were ten pitches in all, 
including the 50m one through/down a waterfall, 
it was amazing and there was another toboggan 
(15m long) where the rope was only half way 
down and we dropped the rest into a deep pool 
of water. apparently, some people drop from 
higher up which seemed scarier than actually 
jumping.  We started a bit later than planned and 
hence finished a bit later, I think Chris was hoping 
for an English-speaking room companion. Stopped 
off on the way back for dinner.  We were hoping to 
get news that Chris was coming out of hospital on 
Friday but no, it was to be Saturday.

Friday another lazy morning and getting ready for 
the Via Ferrata, we had to book the bubble (cable 
car) and you had to wear masks in it for safety, 
we got the 14:15 bubble and then started the walk 
up to the start. I started to get quite worried as 
personally I’d only done the Matienzo and Ramales 
Via Farreta’s which aren’t particularly long or hard 
and this one was going to take about 3+ hours, I 
had a wobble, Jenna, Moni and Paul sat me down 
and we chatted a bit and then we started but only to 
see if I could do it or not, the answer was I had too 
much doubt so Paul and Moni bravely went on and 
Jenna took pity on me. We climbed back down and 
then bimbled back to the top of the bubble got a nice 
cold drink and chatted away.  After a while we went 
down the bubble after getting Paul to activate his 
google share location.  Then Jenna and I wandered 
along and found a nice bar with a garden, got a 
refreshing glass of wine while we waited (this is a 
requirement after any activity – it’s a Rule). They 
had an amazing trip to the top and did it in just over 
three hours.   Back for showers and food, slept well 
that night.

Saturday, we collected Chris after a lovely breakfast 
with Jenna and family.  We’d forgotten to give Chris 
his other sandal as didn’t know if it’d be big enough 
but as he was now a bionic man (no plaster just 
bandage) and we headed off to get his prescription 
and then onto the Bellizona lido to meet up with 
Jenna for a rest day and fresh air for Chris.  It has 
a 50m oxygen pool (my eyes still hurt after) and a 

family play pool with a slide that would be far too 
fast for a UK pool, but it was fun. We all went down 
it (not Chris as he couldn’t get his leg wet).  Played 
ball, sat in the sun had food and generally had a 
fantastic day to be finished off with wonderful satay 
chicken and sweetcorn.

The adventure doesn’t finish there.  Early doors to 
the airport, the Insurance company were great and 
got airport assistance arranged so once checked 
in Chris was picked up in a motorized chair and 
we all followed, it was like Royalty and his team. 
Through security (mr supervisor wouldn’t let Paul 
and I through with Chris) but Moni was and they 
waited for us before heading to passport control 
(Queue jumping at its best) but no stopping at duty 
free (which was open) for any goodies.  To the gate 
and then first to board with Chris getting three 
whole seats to himself to rest and elevate.  Arrival 
at Luton, Chris and Paul got in a scissor lift vehicle 
and headed through passport control, Moni and I 
decided to walk it, was quite a way and met them 
the other side at baggage with the luggage already 
coming out.  Off to the carpark to start the journey 
home, we nearly had a heart attack when the 
machine was requesting £446 to allow us out so as 
instructed we pressed the help button and confirmed 
our carpark booking, and phew they let us out to 
then go for a traditional English breakfast at the 
golden arches (maccy d’s).   Moni then dropped 
Paul and I at our car and we headed home in our 
respective directions.

Such a great week and so much fun (apart from 
Chris breaking himself of course)

Sam Drake 

(and the alternative caving trip posse..)

What an excited bunch.  Photo: Sam Drake.
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Swildon’s Hole:  ~ 1st August 2020
So it’s been four and half months since we (Paul and 
Sam), have been able to go caving (last time was the 
weekend of the Ceilhd, we don’t live close enough 
to do a day trip so as soon as permission to camp at 
Upper Pitts was given, we were down there giving 
Road Runner a run for his money!

To start the day we had a hearty breakfast at Priddy 
Farm shop (oh how I’d missed those breakfasts).  
We decided on a gentle trip to Swildon’s Uppers; 
the streamway by the block house was almost dry 
in comparison to a few months before when I’d seen 
water rising and starting to go in through the top 
pipe. We went in the Short Dry way and then up to 
the top of the 40ft, Paul was giving me instruction 
on rigging this (I’d been doing some practice at 
home on our little tower built when we couldn’t 
go anywhere) and we then abseiled down (which 
amazingly enough I’d never don’t before) then went 
to the top of the 20 to again practice a bit of rigging 
for the ladder pitch (no plan to descend just rig it), 
and back to the bottom of the 40, I then prussiked 
back up (foolishly I’d left my pantin at home on my 
welly, doh!!) and de-rigged while Paul went up the 
8ft “waterdribble” and waited for me at the start of 
the climb up. We (I) then decided to go out the Wet 
Way (dribble ways) and back to the hut.

Post caving involved Frank getting his lawn mower 
out with its clean fuel, fixing the fuel pipe whilst 
Moni was waiting to pitch her tent (gave up waiting 
after about 45 mins) and then typically the lawn 
mower was operational, Les started and then I took 
over and we gave the grass a most needed haircut 
(like all of us), while dodging/removing Dave’s play 
sticks.  One slight hiccup through.. the wheel fell 
off, so Chris and Moni came to the rescue and we 
were back in business to get the haircut finished 
also carefully navigating around Moni’s tent (now 
a squished down patch).  As luck would have it the 
fuel ran out just as I’d finished. Mitch then decided 
he could pitch his tent.

This was all ready for our BBQ cooked by Moni 
and a nice little firepit to keep us warm, this didn’t 
go wrong at all and the legs didn’t collapse. There 
were a few delicate heads the next morning but that 
didn’t stop them going caving. 

Sam Drake

Top: Ready to go!                      Photo: Sam Drake.
Middle: Where’s all the water   Photo: Sam Drake.
Right: Happy to be on rope.      Photo: Paul Wilman.
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Moni had organized the trip and I jumped at the 
chance to do this one, after saying yes I then 
immediately started to worry about my cave fitness 
in preparation as this looked like it could be little 
bit of hard work at times.  But reassured we had a 
hearty breakfast at Priddy Farm shop (the staple of 
any good caving trip).

Meeting Rich at Upper Pits at 10:00ish (more like 
1030) we got ourselves ready and drove over to 
the MCG to finish kitting up and walking to the 
‘Interesting’ entrance.  I wasn’t sure if my legs were 
long enough to reach the first rung of the ladder 
(they were, just!) and we started off what was to be 
a fab trip, this was a first time for both Mitch and I 
in the cave, Moni having previously done it before.
Walking, crawling, flat out commando crawling (no 
clothes were harmed or abandoned on this trip), a 
couple of short rifts, option of bum shuffle or walk 
(think we did both), down through a boulder choke 
(that was interesting coming back), and past lots 
and lots of pretties. I did take some pics on my new 
go pro but user error hadn’t got the settings right so 
battery ran out way before the end.  We made it to 
Neverland over that muddy slidey crawl to take off 

Upper Flood Swallet :  ~ 15th August 2020
The M&M’S trip (Monica Bollani, Mitch Parry and Sam Drake) lead by Rich Carey.

the oversuits, gloves and clean the boots to see the 
Pork Pie etc.

Back to oversuits and to start heading back, I was 
knackered and said I would need some assistance 
in places, bless them all for pushing, pulling and 
letting me stand on them at various times, I confess 
to one slight wobble at the boulder choke - it’s quite 
an awkward climb, after that we bimbled on slowly 
and then all the crawling, wowsers my neck is not 
forgiving me for that.  

We carried on at a reasonably steady pace and 
back to the entrance in 6 hours bang on.  Mitch 
had to give me a hand at the top of the ladder as I 
had nothing left in my arms or legs to get me out.  
We when started the walk back to the MCG where 
Andrea met us as she’d come to see if we were ok.
It was an amazing trip and thanks to Moni, Mitch 
and Rich for organizing, leading and providing 
muscle and patience, I am now broken, I don’t 
think there is any part of my body that doesn’t ache. 
During the trip we were serenaded by both Mitch 
and Moni but mostly by Mitch singing his Elton 
John favorites.

Sam Drake

Vercors & Chartreuse: ~ August 2020.
Part 1. ~ Team: Mark Easterling (Bean),  Aidan Harrison , Wayne Starsmore, Mark Kellaway (Mak),                 

Jo Diamond,  Jo Newman, Louis Newman, Claire Cohen and Pete Hellier

Photos: Sam Drake.

I remember a conversation with Clive Westlake, 
when he recommended doing the Scialet des 
Anciens to Scialet du Brudour traverse in the 
Vercors, France. Well, with the PSM no longer an 
option and any caving abroad looking bleak indeed, 
we suddenly saw a mere glimpse of a window to go 

to mainland Europe.  We nearly went to Spain but 
decided on the Vercors, phew close one!

The French must have seen the pictures of the Brits 
rushing to the seaside in their droves and decided to 
take their holidays in the mountains instead! This 
meant Gites and camping spaces were at a premium 
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Left: Ready for a dip canyoning.     Right: Via ferrata Col de Rousset.     Photos: Mark Easterling.

but, luckily, camping Les Myrtilles had space. This 
site is situated near La Chapelle-en-Vercors and 
very convenient for the main objective of the Scialet 
des Anciens to Scialet du Brudour traverse.

We all arrived on the Saturday by car, Bean, Jo and 
Louis, Wayne, Claire and Pete, and finally Mak and 
Jo (not all in the same car, I should mention). Aidan 
and Kat were supposed to join us, but a little trouble 
with the passport and a Kiwi wanting to become 
Brit slowed them down.  We were originally going 
for two weeks, however that changed to one week. I 
forgot to amend the camping arrangements however 
and a very disgruntled French manager of the 
campsite did not see the funny side. No sense of 
humor these French!  We did overpay the deposit 
which Mak and Jo did not see the funny side of 
either, maybe they have a French ancestor!  

The first few days saw us doing a Via Ferrata at Col 
de Rousset, which is in three parts, one and three 
being fairly easy, but part two had a slight overhang 
and found Pete doing an Elvis leg impression 70m 
off the ground (all shook-up). We then all signed up 
for a canyoning trip in the Furon gorge, towards 
Grenoble, with a guide (you can only live on the 
edge so much!). Apparently, Wayne does not like 
water Canyoning! The guide did seem impressed 
when we talked about the Berger, which he had 
bottomed, but I did trump him with number of 
bottoming trips! The only trouble with having a 
teenager on the trip (Louis is fifteen) is that they 
have no fear and so. Not wanting to lose face, we 
had to do all the jumps (well some of us), though 
we sent him first to test the depth! Lots of ‘whoo 
whoos’, great trip! 

The location of the Scialet des Anciens, Scialet du Brudour and best places to park.
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Mac next to Scialet des Anciens entrance.
Photo: Mark Easterling.

The Best place to park - Top: for Scialet des Anciens. 
Bottom: For for Scialet du Brudour.

Scialet des Anciens - Scialet du Brudour traverse.

We spent an afternoon finding both entrances of the 
Scialet des Anciens and Scialet du Brudour, which 
are not that far apart as the crow flies, but seems to 
take a tad longer underground! You need to take the 
D76 on the La Chapelle-en-Vercors to Vassieux-en-
Vercors road, from the Station de Font d’Urle (ski 
station). Continue down the road for about a mile 
and look for parking on the left and a button lift just 
off the road on the left. Head down the path from 
the carpark toward the button lift and turn right 
over the bridge and head up the hill. A path comes 
in from the left, but continue forward and right 
until a path intersects ours, bear right on this 
path and continue. Pass under a ski lift then 
a ski run on the left at the second ski run on 
the left look for a track slightly bearing to 
the left (look for a blue square marked on a 
tree). Follow this track until you come to a 
clearing with a tree on its own on the left, turn 
left here keeping the tree on your right and 
head upwards between the trees. Follow the 
obvious path until you come to the entrance to 
the Scialet des Anciens, it takes about 30min 
from the car.

To find Scialet du Brudour continue down 
the road from the parking spot for Scialet des 

Anciens until you find a parking layby on the left 
and another one just below, on the right. Within 
100m on the left going down the road you will find 
a vague path on the left going down through the 
woods, this soon intersects another path where you 
bear left and then turn right down a wide gully. This 
well-worn path leads to Scialet du Toboggan on the 
left (which drops into the system). Follow the path 
downwards and across and within minutes you will 
come to the larger Scialet du Brudour, which blows 
a hooley outwards in summer!

Just below this entrance and across a small clearing 
is a track running down hill and it eventually leads 
to Grotte du Brudour resurgence, well worth a visit. 
Take a torch and a little way in leads to the gated 
passage.

Next day saw Wayne, Claire, Pete, an SRT virgin 
Louis Newman (You have to learn sometime!) and 
me at Scialet du Brudour.  We wanted to go as far as 
passage Clef, to make sure the connection was open 
as reports indicated a collapse. The entrance shaft 
to Scialet du Brudour is on P-bolts backed up to a 
tree and a re-belay on a ledge 4m below, this is a P10 
and requires 25m rope.

At its base follow the obvious path through a squeeze 
for a few meters into larger passage. Progress is 
made following the obvious path passing the Scialet 
du Toboggan, signposted on the left. You continue 
with a P5 (equipped ascending), then a siphon(basin) 
is encountered where just before this obstacle a 4m 
climb up gains access to squeeze through stal and 
the continuation above the siphon (basin).

Then continue to a climb down to gain a P5, reseau 
a Nino (equipped) and a little furthermore a P7 
(equipped), which leads to the Premier Metro. After 
100m bear left and through a low constriction to 
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enter the second Metro, stay to the left and 
follow the passage to a beautifully decorated 
fossil gallery. This fossil passage is followed 
for about 200+ meters until a traverse line 
leads to a P10 (equipped) and you join the 
river de Bournette. Follow this downstream 
until a traverse line on the right will help keep 
you out of the water (it was easier just to get 
in the water) and leads to a right turn up to a 
small chamber and look for a climb up through 
boulders to passage Clef. 

The climb up through boulders has been 
reinforced with stainless steel artwork (from 
an engineering point of view that is!). Passage 
Clef leads to a short crawl to where the traverse 
from Scialet des Anciens appears. Well done to 
Louis who abseiled and prussiked with ease, 
though the boy can eat! 

The day for the traverse saw Bean, Pete, Mac and 
Wayne assembled at Scialet des Anciens after a 
quick car shuffle and asking Claire to check that no 
one had stolen the rope from Scialet du Brudour for 
our exit! (though we did forget to ask if she could 
replace the rope if anyone had stolen it).

The entrance consist of a small climb down followed 
by a short crawl which leads to the head of Puits 
Jouisseuses which is a P48 split in three stages; P8, 
P20 and P20, all can be rigged  on ledges. You could 
drop a 55m rope and do the Puits Jouisseuses in one 
and de-rig the rope after, although we didn’t as we 
had three ropes of 30m in length for the trip. Do 

not look at the dodgy chicken wire holding back 
tons of loose debris on the first pitch, what could 
possibly go wrong? We pulled through as you need 
the rope a little later.  The entrance is plagued with 
midges and you will be eaten alive before you start 
abseiling, believe I had an extra meal on the way in!

At the base of Puits Jouisseuses climb down and 
through a low passage and pass over a P7 before 
entering a chamber, the way on is a climb down in 
the floor 5m to join meander Gentille Feewhich. We 
follow this meander for 100m which is a bit of a 
slog with a bag but not overly tight. At its end climb 
up an R3 which leads to Gallery Pere et Fils in the 
same direction, this is followed easily for 200m and 
is decorated.

This leads to a junction and the way on is at floor 
level to the left, marked with a cairn, this leads to a 
meander with several handlines to help progression 
and leads to Puits del’Orgasme P20 (it was nice but 
not that nice!). This had a deviation which our rope 
got caught on and Mac had to retrieve it. Next is a 
P16; pitch de la Motre (Gold watch) followed by a 
P6 and an R3. You are now at -162 in the Gallery de 
Bostrich Masque, where the connection was made 
to make the traverse. You will recognize this as 
it is where you enter the stream for the first time. 
Apparently, this is the point for putting on neoprene 
or pontoniers (we had neither and water levels were 
low, in most places).

From here you just keep following the streamway 
for over 2km - the whole system is 4km (did seem 
a lot longer to me). You will come across many 
abseils from 5m to 9m all fixed for pull-throughs 
and traverse lines in places (At least 10 abseils). On 
several occasions you must leave the streamway 
for a fossil gallery which avoids siphons and wet 

Louis; New to ropes but looking like a pro.   
Photo: Mark Easterling.

Wayne rigging the Scialet du Brudour entrance.
Photo: Mark Easterling.
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cascades and ascend fixed ropes before returning 
to the river. Remember, just try and stay with the 
river as much as possible.  The passage walls go 
up until you cannot see the roof in many places 
and are covered in one section with helictites, of 
which I have never seen so many. The whole of the 
streamway is brilliant and well decorated in several 
places, though it does blow a cold breeze (you have 
been warned).

Eventually you will come to an in-situ rope (P9) 
which needs ascending, but, before this on the left is 
a high traverse line which avoids the prussic. After 
this you rejoin the streamway and soon come to 
some traverse lines across some deep pools (hang-
on boy), this is the end of the streamway for now 
and start of the Vestiarie gallery via a P7. 

This gallery is a welcome break from the streamway 
and leads past a 30m waterfall where you look for 
a way down on the left (well-marked with cairns), 
descend a P5 and a P3 (equipped). This leads to 
the P22 via a traverse line and the Diaclase room (I 
thought it was much more than 22m?), the rope does 
rub here but pulled down fine.

At the base, the Diaclase room leads down to a 
fixed traverse line on the right where we re-join 
the streamway and follow the water downstream. 
The next obstacle is high traverse line, which leaves 
you hanging in mid-air (clenched cheeks) across a 
pitch with a foot loop to help progress. The other 

side gives access to a dry fossil passage which 
leads to the final P22; Salle de la Cascade, where 
the river disappears through boulders. We had a 
well-earned break here and repacked the ropes. 
From here a reflector high up shows the way. Follow 
reflectors to a 7m ascent (equipped) which leads to 
more fossil passages, some small, some large. Look 
for the obvious way - usually reflectors and cairns 
show the way until an ascending rope leads us to 
Salle des Tenebres (120x50x40), bearing right at the 
top leads to another reflector and the short crawl to 
passage Clef and the Bournette river. The way out 
(described earlier), takes about an hour from here 
to the Scialet du Brudour. The through trip took 7 
hours with four of us. This is an excellent traverse 
and well worth doing, ‘Hells teeth’ as Clive would 
say!

Grotte des Masques - Grotte du Mort Ru traverse.

The Grotte des Masques to Grotte du Mort Ru 
traverse is a 252m pull-through trip in the Cirque 
de Saint Même, near the village of Saint-Pierre-d 
Entremont (Chartreuse). In fact, there is another 
through-trip in the Cirque de Saint Même Guffre 
Tasurinchi to Grotte du Guiers Vif which is 305m 
deep and a real tourist spot!

You need to park at Les Varvats and follow directions 
towards Alpette de La Dame. This starts off with 
a steep climb following a track in the woods from 

The location of the Grotte des Masques, Grotte du Mort Ru and best places to park.
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the car park. You will pass a  marked walking path 
on the right which is the taken on the return if you 
choose to do so from St- Meme d’en Haut (It must 
be said that I would avoid this at all costs and park 
another car near the exit at Cirque de Saint Même 
unless you are a masochist).

Eventually you will pass another track going off on 
the right (ignore this track) you need to continue 
left up the hill until you come to a sign where we 
follow the direction of Alpette de La Dame. Follow 
this path until the path turns sharply left and a small 
path continues straight on. Follow the straight on 
path for several minutes until 
you arrive and the entrance 
to Grotte des Masques, it 
takes about an hour from the 
carpark at Les Varvats.

The entrance porch has been 
blasted for several meters 
and is best done legs first 
until you reach a traverse 
line to the first pitch which 
is a P13 in a wide rift. At 
the base continue down to a 
small chamber and look for 
the obvious way on which is 
to the left through boulders 
(near top of the chamber). 
Follow this to a P7, if you 
continue straight you will 
reach the upper galleries of 
the Grotte des Masque. 

At the base continue along a 
bedding plane and a meander 
leading to the Presidents 

pitch P29. This leads to a passage/
meander which you must climb up 
and down to reach a P8 and P12, 
this leads to the ‘Jonction pitch’. The 
chains on this pitch are on the left, but 
a traverse line leads to a new hanger 
on the right which gives a better 
free hang. This pitch is P38 (longest 
pitch on the traverse), just below is a 
deviation which should be ignored. 
You land on a wide ledge before 
another deviation hanging in mid-air 
(not really sure it helps) which guides 
you over the next part of the pitch. At 
its base you should get well out the 
way as falling rock from above is a 
real hazard (Aidan nearly killed me!)

The next pitch is bypassed for a lateral pitch and 
is reached with a traverse line around the left-hand 
wall. This is Pipelette pitch and is a P35+ in total 
broken up into 3 parts, the first 5m is on the fixed 
traverse line and leads to a P10 and a P25. This leads 
to another traverse line and continues in a muddy 
meander which you slide down to the bottom and 
continue along the floor for about 30m, this leads 
to the P14 ‘La Pirouette Japonaise pitch’ which is 
ascended. Before reaching the top, an easy ledge 
lets you get off the rope and take your SRT kit off as 
the next 25m is a little tight, with a squeeze at the 

Bean next to entrance to Grotte des Masques
Photo: Aidan Harrison.

Section of the Grotte des Masques/ Grotte du Mort Ru from the guidebook.
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Aidan next to turn off main path towards entrance to Grotte des 
Masques  Photo: Mark Easterling.

beginning (Unless you have not eaten 
for months take SRT kit off).

This leads to a roomy chamber and 
a P7 followed by a P15, at its base 
several ways on lead off so be careful, 
do not follow the rope down to a P4. At 
the bottom of the P15 is a tall cairn and 
to the left is the P5 which is ascended 
using SRT, you are now in the Mort Ru 
network. This leads to the P4 (which 
may be equipped), facing the rope turn 
right and descend the P10 and the P13, 
these are fabulous pitches and lead to 
the final P31. This was rigged but was 
5m short so be careful. Luckily, we 
used our own rope to pull through.

The chamber of the Grotte du Mort Ru is 
exceptionally large indeed and daylight can be seen 
to show the way out. Follow the riverbed down the 

Alcove on walk up to Grotte des Masques. Many sticks “holding 
up” this boulder... or just French Art!?  Photo: Mark Easterling.

valley as this is the easiest way, though not easy. 
Eventually you will see stone cisterns with water 
coming from a pipe on the left and this should 

be followed to the Cirque de Saint 
Même carpark (where hopefully you 
have parked the second car and have 
money for an ice cream or beer (We 
had neither!). If you have to walk back 
follow the road to St- Meme d’en Haut 
and in the village follow the steep path 
upwards to find the track followed 
from the Les Varvats car park (It took 
us 2 hours of sweat and toil from the 
exit). The through trip took 2 hours 
40 minutes, but will take longer with 
more in the party. The rigging is not 
always the best and a few maillons 
may be useful. Fantastic trip and well 
worth doing!!

Mark Easterling (Bean) 

Recommendations for doing the Scialet des Anciens to Scialet du Brudour traverse:

*   Park as noted.
*   Pre-rig Scialet du Brudour and do a trip to Passage Clef (P25 for entrance)
*   Take 3 x 30m ropes (minimum)
*   Warm clothing and do Only do in settled weather
*   Carpark to Scialet des Anciens - 30minutes
*   Carpark to Scialet du Brudour - 10 minutes
*   Carpark to carpark 20 minute walk up the road.

Coordinates: (Thanks to Patrick Warren)
UTM (WGS84) 31T 682686 4975717  Trou des Anciens
UTM (WGS84) 31T 683304 4977237  Scialet du Brudour
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Obituary:  Fred Davies.
The legendary Fred Davies 
passed away on June 20th aged 
87. Fred was the originator of 
the immortal phrase ‘’ Caves 
be where you find ‘em’’.

I first met Fred when we were 
both undergraduates at what is 
now the University of Exeter. 
Fred introduced a few of us 
to caving, first in the caves of 
South Devon followed by trips 
to Mendip leading us down 
Swildon’s, Stoke Lane, and the 
Burrington Coombe caves. 

He was THE caver at Uni. In 
1951 he joined the Shepton 
and the Wessex in 1966. Fred’s 
boyhood home was Street and 
he started caving with the local Scout Group as a 
young teenager, cycling up to Priddy.

After Uni Fred did his National Service at Catterick 
Camp in Yorkshire where he inevitably went down 
many Dales caves and potholes. After the army 
Fred’s first teaching post was in Flintshire, and Fred 
and Brian Ellis produced ‘Caves of North Wales’ as 
an S.M.C.C. occasional publication. 

He was back in Somerset by 1960 and was quickly 
back caving on Mendip with, like many of us, 
a particular enthusiasm for Swildon’s, but not 
exclusively, and he was involved in maypoling in 
Cuthberts and other projects. He was part of the 
NHASA team digging North Hill Swallett. He 
managed to fall in the entrance shaft, but fortunately 
was unhurt, but for a while became known as “Free 
Fall Freddy”.

In 1961 divers entered and explored Swildon’s VI, 
and Fred was a very supportive sherpa on the trip. 
This fired his enthusiasm and he became a cave 
diver himself in 1962 after successfully completing 
the rigorous C.D.G. diver training programme. On 
Mendip his dives include Ludwell Cave, Swildon’s, 
and Stoke Lane. He also participated in dives in 
Yorkshire and South Wales. He gave up diving in 
1964. 
Chemical testing had shown that the Priddy Green 
water entered Swildon’s IV just before sump 4. So, 
in August 1959 a group of us including Fred started 
the Priddy Green dig. Unfortunately we failed to 
reach IV and this was achieved much later by a new 

generation of cavers using a 
cordless drill for shot holes. In 
the 1970s Fred decided to have 
another go at the Priddy Green 
water, but this time pushing 
Cowsh Aven upwards from 
Swildon’s IV. and led a team 
on this project. Over 4 years of 
persistent effort they reached, 
mainly by vertical shafts, to 
within 8m of the surface. One 
shaft was called Main’s aven in 
honour of the farmer on whose 
land lies Swildon’s As the end 
point was underneath Main’s 
farmyard it was not possible to 
dig down from the surface. 

Fred was not just a caver, he 
was also active in many other ways. He was a keen 
cyclist; He was a member of the college cycling 
team in Exeter, taking part in inter University Time 
Trials, and became captain of the racing team. By 
his early 80s Fred was still regularly cycling with 
the local Somer Valley Cycling Club. He also had a 
love of wild country walking and was  frequently on 
Dartmoor while at Exeter. In later years he would 
collect together a band of cavers and I would meet 
them on Dartmoor for a walk, which Fred ensured 
was long and hard.

Fred was also very much the family man. He 
married Andrea (Andy) George in 1958 and they 
had 8 children, most of whom still live in the 
Somerset/Bristol area. In the early 60s Fred bought 
a house which needed major renovation, including a 
new roof. He did it all himself, occasionally with the 
help of friendly cavers, to create a very comfortable 
family house. 

But this was not enough having sorted out the 
Neighbourne house he bought a second one in N. 
France which  needed a lot of work, which again he 
did himself with help from Andy and the occasional 
visitor, to create a comfortable holiday home. It was 
typical of Fred’s generosity of spirit that he never 
locked the door, so that any of his mates could use 
the property at any time. Fred was a great person, 
a unique personality, and a very special friend. My 
deepest sympathies go to Andy, the children, great 
grandchildren and great great children.

Ken Dawe

   

Photo: Chris Baker.  .   
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Club News:
A Useful (but mildly unpleasant) exploration.

Over the last two weekends Kitchen dig has been positively hydraulically traced to a small inlet in ladies 
toilet manhole, and then onto septic pot via a presumed connection under the changing rooms. Unfortunately 
due to safety concerns, kitchen dig has been back filled, obviously after installing the new grease trap. The 
haunching was finally installed in ladies toilet man-hole, completing the project 25 years after it was started, 
hopefully this will reduce the collecting of nastiness and blockages that occasionally occur there.   

Whilst all this took place the boiler house door and 
frame was replaced, moving the door frame and lintel up 
70mm so it no longer sits in water, these jobs always grow 
for some reason. At an earlier weekend the CCTV was 
fixed, this required pulling in two new cables, replacing 
those which had been nibbled by mice! We have also 
gained a shiny new gear drying rack, so when it’s sunny 
we don’t need to use the drying room. (Note drying 
room closed at present due to the ongoing Mexican beer 
incident), Thanks to all who helped; Paul Wilman; Les 
Williams; Frank Tully; James Johnson; Chris Williams; 
Tony Radmall (Badger).                              

                                        
          

   

Photo: Frank Tully.

Note from the Secretary regarding the AGM.
Because of government restrictions the AGM has been postponed until we can hold it in the usual way. To 
do anything else will unduly disfranchise a segment of the membership. However to keep the membership 
informed of what is going on, the AGM handbook will be distributed as normal. As the situation develops the 
committee will re-visit this decision and keep the membership informed of any changes.

Changes to Committee Posts.
I would like to welcome Chris Williams to the post of Gear Curator and thank Paul Wilman for covering the 
post in the interim. It’s also worth noting that the IT Officer and Webmaster positions are still vacant too, with 
current duties being covered by other members of the committee at present on an adhoc basis until the positions 
are filled. If you feel you can assist the club with these tasks please contact a member of the committee.
                                                                                                                        

Frank Tully - Secretary WCC                                    

Photos: Paul Wilman.

(FT)
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IN MEMORY:
John Ham.

With Sadness the committee would like to inform the club that John Ham has died, John was a longstanding 
(and latterly, Honorary) Wessex member and will be missed. We hope to include a proper obituary in a future 
journal.                   

                            (TT)
 RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

6th February  - 22nd July 2020

Bristol Exploration Club ‘Belfry Bulletin’ 62, 8 (571) (Autumn 2019) (Uncabac); 63 (572) (Winter 2020), 
63, 2 (573) Spring 2020 - B.C.R.A. Cave and Karst Science’ 47, 1 (Apr. 2020) -  Cave Diving Group N/L 215 
(Apr. 2020) - Descent 273 (Apr./ May 2020) (Somerset Underground, Cleaning Barnes’ Loop, Wookey Hole) 
274 (Jun/Jul 2020) - Red Rose Cave & Pothole Club N/L 57, 2 (May 2020) - South Wales Caving Club N/L 
137 (June 2020) - U.B.S.S. Proceedings 28, 2 (For 2020) - Wessex Cave Club Journal, 35, 354 (May 2020)
Taviner, R.M. Somerset Underground Vol. 2 (West Mendip, Burrington, North Mendip).
                                                                                               (PGH) 

WELCOME TO THE CLUB
A big welcome at all the new and returning members joining our thriving club. A quick run down 

of all those that have joined Since Journal 354 in May. * Re-joining member.

SECONDED:

Michael Thomas
Michael Thomas
Adrian Vanderplank
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

PROPOSED:

Robert Thomas
Robert Thomas
Jude Vanderplank
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

NAME:

Mike Reynolds
Karla Reynolds
Toby Hamnett
Stu Waldren
Jed Waldren 
Geoff Ballard 
Mike Wise                
Tina Scott 
Gordon Kaye
Lynne Crockart 

FROM:

Netherlands
Netherlands
Wiltshire 
Hampshire
Hampshire
Somerset
Somerset
Nottinghamshire
Lancashire
Yorkshire
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